EasyAcc Prepares for Easter with Video Containing Surprises
EasyAcc released a video yesterday night (March 31) in preparation for Easter
April 2, 2015 (FPRC) -- EasyAcc released a video yesterday night (March 31) in preparation for
Easter. The video can be found on EasyAcc’s official Youtube channel and can be accessed via
their official Facebook, Twitter, and blog as well. Although the video is nearly two minutes long, it is
more than just a promotional video and offers viewers three surprises.
Easter is coming up, and many companies are welcoming it with big sales. EasyAcc, of course, is no
exception, but they have gone a step further this time by releasing a video for the occasion. The
video features the Easter motifs of a bunny rabbit and eggs prominently, and it can be easily seen
that much care has been put into the video.
While the video does promote EasyAcc’s Easter sale, it also rewards viewers for watching by giving
out several surprises. These surprises are not solely material, either. The video features lots of color
and cuteness, and it allows a glimpse into what EasyAcc’s office space is like as well.
Of course, what many viewers will care about the most, material rewards, can also be gained from
the video. This press release will refrain from mentioning what exactly they are as well as where
they can be found, though, so that they remain a surprise. Curious readers will find the video an
easy watch, however, and they will be sure to find their time well spent.
Headquartered in Hong Kong, EasyAcc is an international manufacturer and distributor of
accessories for computers and smart devices. With unwavering belief in creating innovative designs,
delivering reliable products, offering favorable prices, and providing exceptional customer service,
they have become one of the biggest leaders in the industry. For more information, please visit
http://www.easyacc.com.
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